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A Characterization of the Maximal 
Von Neumann Regular Ideal in Jordan Rings 
CHISTE:R E. TSAI 
An clement a in a Jordan ring J is a 1’011 Neumann regular if there exists 
some element .x in / such that n == .x1.‘,, whew XI:, = 2(u . x) . u ~~ a2 . x. 
If A is an associative ring and / 1 A ‘, then a t J is Van Neumann regular in 
/ if, and only if, a is a Ton Neumann regular in the associative ring A. Since 
in a special Jordan ring SC’,, ~ axu. Thus N is a Van Seumann regular 
elcmcnt in J if, and only if there exists an clement s in .-I such that a : axa. 
In [3], vve proved that in any Jordan ring J there exists a maximal 
\‘on Neumann regular ideal Jf. The existence of such an ideal in an associative 
ring A is a well known proposition. In fact, iI1 could be characterized as the 
set of all elements a in A such that any element in the principal ideal in A 
generated b!- a is a regular element (Section [I]). In this paper, WC shall shop 
the same characterization holds for Jordan rings. 
Z’voqf. Clearly, if a is regular in D, n is regular in J. C‘onversel~~, if 
a XI,:, for some s in J, then 
a 2.z .y1;,, =: .yl,rrr; </ x CT,, 1-,, l,.,, ~~ y l,?,,, 
where y = .vC,U~~ is in D. Hence, u is regular in 11. 
An ideal D in -7 is called a regular ideal if ever-~ element s in D is a regular 
clement in /, hence, in D. 
Let a be an element in a Jordan ring. The principal ideal (0) in j generated 
1,~ (I is the set of all elements 
where IZ is an integer, 6, cj”) ,.._, f’b” ) etc., arc clcmcnts in J and all sums involved 
are finite sums. 
M’e have shown in [3] that an); Jordan ring / possesses a unique maximal 
regular ideal 112. ‘I’he following theorem characterizes this ideal ;I1 in terms 
of principal ideals. 
THEOREM I. Let J be (7 Jordan ring crnd :1f be the unique maximal regular 
ideal in J, then Jf is the set of all elements (I in J such that the principal ideal (a) 
in Jgeneruted by a is a regular ideal in J. 
PYOO~. Let S be the set of all elements a in j such that the principal ideal 
generated by a is a regular idcal. 
ClearI>- L1l G N, for if ,V r M, then (Y) c :11 thus every element y E (x) is 
regular and (OX) is a regular ideal so .X E !V. ‘To show :V (7 M it suffices to show 
N is a regular ideal. In fact it suffices to show that ;V is an ideal in j, for 
the regularity of every element a in S follows directl!- from the definition of 1\:. 
Suppose .T t ;V and y t /; then ,z . y E :Y, for if zc is an element in the 
principal ideal (.Y . y) then 70 is in (,x) so ~2 is rqular thus (X . y) is a regular 
ideal in ,\-. 
Xext, suppose .X, y E :Y. ‘l’hen so is .I 19. _ Let u be an arbitrary element in 
(v -y). Clearly (X ---y) c (,Y) (y) sirlce the latter is an idcal containing 
x and y and thus x ~ y. So u 16 i c’ tsherc u E (.Y) and z E (y). Since (x) is 
a regular ideal and u E (.v), there exists I T / such that u : rc;, . Hence 
(I I’ I ,(, ~~ (u -;- c) ~~~ rl,TU+L: 71 ‘z‘ ~~ rl.,, ~~ YC’,,,,. - rL,, 
~~ 11 ~~ rl,, 7’ rl ‘/(./ --- rl -, 7’ --~1.,,,, rl’, 
is in (y), where Cm,,, ,, --= +[ C’,, i I. ~~ I .,, i .,.I. ‘I’hus (z is regular bp XIcCoy’s 
lemma (XC [3]). Hence N is an ideal. 
An ideal iz in / is a nilpotent ideal if there exists an integer 12 such that 
(*..((xl . X2) . x3) ... x,;) 0, w-here .x, arc arbitrary elements in d. Recall the 
operator &‘,Y -:- 2Rz2 - R,. z one easily sees that if ,-I is a nilpotent ideal on 
nilpotency h, then aU,FILF,:,.z 1.. l:Tle _ 0 lvhere .T, are arbitrary elements in -4. 
Clearly any nilpotent ideal A in 1 contains no nonzero regular element, for 
if a in A is regular then a : xU~ for some x in -3, thus 
a = SC’,, a =~ X~~L’,(i, 
.y~~,L,C,~,C, = ... :: 0. 
We have 
LEMMA 2. A nilpotent ideal has zero intersection with any regular ideal. 
In the remainder of this paper we shall give a characterization for a Jordan 
ring itself to bc a \:on Neumann regular ring. 
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In a Jordan ring, a subset Q is called a quadratic ideal if (1) ,x, y are in Q 
implies x - y is in Q and (2) if .L’ is in Q and Y is in 1 then 
is in Q. (See [Z]). If d, B are subsets of J, .-I CB is the set of all elements which 
arc finite sums of elements of the form a[:,, ; where n is in z-1 and b is in B. 
(See [4]). 
It is easy to see that for an>- s in J, Ii.,, is a quadratic ideal in J (See [2]). 
However, this quadratic ideal ma)- not necessarily contain x. In the following 
we shall denote the set JC-,. ~1m Xv, which consists of all elements in J of the 
form y Crr + ax where y G J and N is an integer, b!; [xl. 
LE~IMA 4. [A-] is a quadratic ideal in J, containing JC;,r and x. Furthewose 
1 C’,,., jz,-,. . 
Proof. L,et yCz -!- cxx and zL-~;,. + /3x be elements in [x]. Then 
(y ~ 2) L;,, 7m (CX ~ j3) s is in [,Y]. Furthermore, if r E J and yi.,, f- ax is in 
[.w], then’ 
I-i. ‘/ q,.i “2. lfZ.&,“, - a”z-, ~~- cd~!,c;,L] 
= Y[(i’,U!,U, -:- 21-, - a(L(y . x) -t L(y)L(x) -L(.\)L(J’)) z’-,] 
-= (yU,CT,, -c a% -- (N) r . (-y . x) - (a)(?, . y) * s 
-I (#I)(/, . .s) . u) U,. E J C,, . 
\Ve thus proved [x] is a quadratic ideal in J and JUI,,, = JU,. . 
‘rHI:OREM 2. Let J be n Jordan ring. ?‘hen J is a I-on !~eumtmn regular 
riug if and only if the condition 
F-J (PCYQ) ~~ P n Q 
holds few all quadratic ideals 0 in R and all ideals P in R. 
Proof. In any Jordan ring Pr r. _ C P n Q for anv ideal P and any quadratic 
ideal Q in /. Thus it suffices to show \:on Neumann regularity is equivalent to 
the other direction of inclusion, i.e. P n CJ C Pi’, . 
Assume the condition (+) holds and x is an arbitrary element in 1. Let 
P = J and Q = [x] then [x] p= /n [x] j(I,,r, C jC,fi. Thus .x t Jr/;. , 
so .w is a regular element in /. 
1 For above computation we use identity (4) in [S] which reads as: (4) U, , xU, -= 
[L(u a) -I- L(a) L(x) ~- L(x) L(a)] c;,, . ‘I?! 1 ue is a misprint in the original paper. 
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Conversely, assume J is a Yen Neumann regular Jordan ring, then suppose 
P is an ideal in J and 0 is a quadratic idcal in J, and .x c P n (1. Since s is 
regular in /, .x is regular in I’ hv I,emma I. l’hus .I J I -,, Lvhere y c E’. 
Hence s C- PI. 0. 
An associative ring R is \‘on Seumann regular if and onl) if every principal 
right ideal rzli is a principal right ideal generated by an idempotent e in nR. 
(SW [5]). In fact, e LX is an idempotcnt in aR, thus in R, such that CR aR. 
There is no hope to ohtain the same characterization of \‘on Xwmann 
for Jordan rings in terms of quadratic ideals. (‘onsider the ring J :f 1 where 
-4 is the ring of 2 :< 2 matrices with entries in a field F containing i with 
; 2 I. Then J is regular but if z [t -II], then [z] FZ is a principal 
quadratic ideal containing no idempotents since Z? O.Q 
Howewr, UC do have partial result. 
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